
Let Talk about SPORT 

 

Reader like you may notices a picture of 

no cross sports balls on this document 

article. There is a reason why I, Bro. 

Pouliot put this picture here. I found 

out why sport isn’t something the 

Sovereign ONE care about. Why there is 

nothing interesting about sport in HIS 

eye and why wouldn’t HE want us get 

involved in sporting game? 

In the beginning of my early year of many Biblical discovery truth, the name of sport is one of the topic I 

have learned a great deal of lesson. As of why the Sovereign ONE, the Creator ONE who made the 

heaven and earth is against the name of sport. Why does HE not want HIS children get involved in the 

sporting game? The more I have learned about HIS character and HIS way of life HE expects from us to 

walk on that path. I understand why we must follow HIS humble example. Which all lead me to 

understand why the sporting game is a foolish ideal behavior and activities to do. Sovereign ONE do not 

like when people boasting in a proud arrogance and greedy behavior when he or she win, and the other 

person lose the game.  

“The fear of the Lord is to hate evil; Pride and arrogance and the evil way And the 

perverted mouth, I hate.” - Proverbs 8:13 

“He that is greedy of gain troubleth his own house; but he that hateth gifts shall live.” 

- Prov 15:27 

 

Once again, our heavenly Father do not support or like those selfish greedy proud boasting person. Even 

those who dress up improperly to show off and sexually (Proverbs 7:10-27) is an evil doing. They often 

are doing the world of pleasure than doing the wisdom of life to care about. I see too much of those 

Olympics players dress in too tight that the audiences can see your body in shame.  

The other thing I know is extremely wrong and it a violent sports like the MMA (Mixed Martial Arts) and 

UFC (Ultimate Fighting Championship) are greatly increasing in popularity. I know our Almighty Father is 

NOT impress with this kind of act at all, because it is a violent bloody abuses game.  

“You shall not make any cuts on your body for the dead or tattoo yourselves: I am the 

Lord.” - Leviticus 19:28  



"... he who fails to find me injures himself; all who hate me love death.” - Proverbs 

8:36 

The whole point here is, I have learned that any kind of sporting thing activities is not the wisest thing to 

do, and it does not lead us to the success of the goodness end. Most of all, people often spend too much 

time playing, gamble, or horsing around for their unknow/blind evil pleasure time. Instead, people 

should seek in for the richest knowledge of the heavenly way where peace and enteral life is. So, 

sporting game is very useless and worthless for us to live but to die.   

The next part I want to discuss is how there will be someone who would step in and challenge against 

me about sport. That they would say, there is nothing wrong with the name of sport. There is a good 

non-violent “SPORT” entertainment game other than the dangerous bloody sport, for example non-

violent sport game like skiing, archery, artistic swimming, biking racing, curling, golfing, or tennis. There 

are more like this simple non-violent athlete sport, how could you say God do not support this health 

non-violent athlete sport? Most of all, you will find at lest 6 different passage verses in the Bible that use 

the name of “SPORT”. For example, Genesis 26:8, Judges 16:25, Judges 16:27, Proverbs 10:23, Proverbs 

26:19, and Isaiah 57:4. All these passage verses is the proof to us that God do allow people have playing 

sport for fun (pleasure) or an sport entertainment game for prize winner.   

When it comes to my turn to reply to the challenger who disagree with why I understand why Almighty 

Father do not support the ideal playing sport game. The most troubling about how many people who 

would try show me the scripture evidence in the Bible, are often blind to realize why we have so many 

Bible versions in English that are not the original script statement. Most of the time it is translated in 

error or on purpose and when they point out the evidence isn’t good enough to attest this information 

as true. Most of the time they do not study well enough to look up or learn the ancient root word. Find 

out whether it is the correct word, instead of fall in, stay, and trust with what the KJV (or any modern 

Bible versions) said. Because the ideal word “SPORT” to think as entertainment game isn’t supposed to 

be in the scripture books.  

Let first look in history where did the word “SPORT” come from in the first place. How did it form into 

our English language? From what I have learned, sport is a noun, and it is a shortening of disport, which 

was borrowed in the early 14th century from Anglo-Norman and Old and Middle French forms such as 

desport, deport, disport (modern French déport) "leisure".  With the oldest definition in English from 

around 1300 being "anything humans find amusing or entertaining". This French word was thus defined 

by Randle Cotgrave in A Dictionarie of the French and English Tongues (1611):  

Deport: masculine. Disport, sport, pastime, recreation; pleasure. 

These Anglo-Norman and French forms are from the verb desporter, deporter, etc. (modern French 

déporter), which, among other meanings such as to deport, had that of to entertain, amuse. In the 

above-mentioned dictionary, Randle Cotgrave thus defined the reflexive form:  

Se deporter. […] to disport, play, recreate himselfe, passe away the time. 

People in those old day thinking of sports and look to find people who participate in activities 

encompassed in any form of relaxation or diversion. In fact, from the 15th century, one meaning of the 

word sport was to mean “playful” reference to romance and lovemaking. This old meaning died off in 

the 18th century with the word disport now an archaic word with a meaning of “diversion from a serious 



activities matters; recreation or amusement”. This paints a much broader picture of sports than that 

which the word generally covers today, but another 15th century meaning of the word is still recognized 

today as “Activity of skill and exertion with set rules or customs”. The Oxford English dictionary’s earliest 

evidence of the shortened term “sport” refers to the sport of reading. The Association of sport with 

physical activity didn’t become dominant until the 18th and 19th centuries when it became associated 

first with hunting, fishing and shooting and eventually with more familiar sports like football and cricket. 

It became more matter of a serious activities challenge game.  

Now let us read in the KJV Bible said in Proverbs 10:23:  

It is as sport to a fool to do mischief: but a man of understanding hath wisdom.   

Once we read this one more time, reader like you just might say… it means when a person did 

something foolish in sport, by his or her troubling act that something a person did something. A person 

needs a better wisdom understanding how to do sporting properly. This passage verse is not how it tells 

us that, if we read the whole chapter carefully. We will notice how it speak of how to be rightness apart 

from wickedness act. This passage verses actually telling us not to be foolish to ourselves, to horse 

around or play childless during free time for pleasure fun, instead of to be wise enough to seek in for 

more understanding wisdom of rightness way. The more we play or horsing around for fun or pleasure 

than seeking in for more wisdom, we likely will not success in rightness. You can see why Proverbs 10:23 

can be a little confusing because of this one word “SPORT” have other defining word other than sport 

game. However, the sport game is still considered to be foolish to do any way. Because people do play 

sport-game for fun and for money.  

Here is one interesting thing about Proverbs 10:23 in 1599 Geneva Bible, it said:  

It is a pastime to a fool to do wickedly: but wisdom is understanding to a man. 

Do you see the word “SPORT” in this older Bible verse before the King James Version (KJV) Bible came 

into existing? No, of course not. Why is that??? This is because the translator in vain copy and change it. 

FYI, this Geneva Bible still have this word “SPORT” only in Genesis 26:8 and Proverbs 26:19 but again 

why not Proverbs 10:23?  The KJV Bible have six passage verse in the Old Testament Bible using the 

word “SPORT”. It is found in Genesis 26:8, Judges 16:25, Judges 16:27, Proverbs 10:23, Proverbs 26:19, 

and Isaiah 57:4. And one in the New Testament book 2nd Peter 2:13. You can see why Geneva Bible and 

KJV Bible are very similar English writing but have different word.  

In our modern-day Bible versions, you will often notice that there is not one or two “Sport” found in the 

New Testament books compare to how many found in the Old Testament books. Except for the Revised 

Standard Version Bible which come from the Catholic doctrine. I personally do not follow or practice the 

New Testament doctrine anyway. Because I believe the NT books are a scam books. You can learn more 

on why I do not follow the NT books in another document article here.  

The whole point about the word “SPORT” found in the OT books does not mean sport-game like 

football, soccer, basketball, baseball, or any Olympics activities game. Whether it for fun or money. I am 

not here saying that we should not be athlete but suggest not to get involved in such sporting activities 

game, the challenge game to win or to lose. I do believe our Father in heaven do accept the athlete work 

instead of sporting work. There is a big difference between sport and athlete.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Dftd8x4681h_Q_kIhRyUsW3yXup-tbcL/view?usp=sharing

